In this paper, a novel method which is based on a variational model for precise yarn segmentation is proposed to segment each yarn of the textile fabric by an active grid. The first part of our method allows automatic weft yarns and warp yarns crossed-area segmentation through a spatial domain integral projection approach as previous research did. The second part uses an active grid to adjust the segmentation lines to accurately approximate the real contour of yarns. Each lattice of the active grid is a relative separate unit and every lattice can move separately. After all lattices stop moving, the final segmentation lines are indicated by the lattices'edges. In the real world, most yarns in a fabric image are not absolute straight because of the fabric quality,production process and user actions, etc. So the segmentation lines should also have corresponding bend. Most of the state-of-the-art segmentation algorithms have difficulties in this challenging task. But based on an active grid, our algorithm achieves precise twisty segmentation lines and experimental results confirm its effectiveness.
Introduction
With the development of computer technology and image analysis, many researchers have tried to obtain the parameters of woven fabric by image processing. With the parameters, researchers can measure the properties (e.g. yarn thickness, hairiness, and twist) of fabric [1] [2] [3] [4] . Yarn segmentation is a significant pre-process for those parameters'acquisition and even lead to direct application in yarns count, density calculation, quality inspection, etc.
Our goal in this article is to take advantage of a mathematical variational model to dynamically adjust the grid achieved by horizontal segmentation lines and vertical segmentation lines. The main contribution of this paper is to produce a more precise segmentation result compare with the existing ones.
We introduce the related work in Section 2 and describe the outline of our method in Section 3. Resorted to many researchers'previous study, we perform an initial yarn segmentation process in Section 4. Our precise segmentation via active grid is shown in Section 5. Experiment analysis and conclusions are stated in Section 6 and Section 7 respectively.
Related Work
Many researchers have studied the yarn segmentation problem from different points and we can roughly divide the methods into the following groups.
Segmentation methods: There were mainly several segmentation methods proposed. The first one is projection based algorithms in which intensity of pixels are cumulative in horizontal and vertical directions respectively. Because the interstices between yarns display darkness, peaks and troughs show the location to segment yarns [5, 6] . The second one is region growing based algorithms [7] . Recently, novel methods is proposed from voxel data obtained by its X-ray computed tomography (CT) images [8, 9] . Fourier transform technique is also introduced [10, 11] . The main principle is to find the peaks in the power spectrum which represent the frequency of periodic elements in the time domain image. As yarns from periodic texture in the fabric image, the numbers of yarns can be calculated by locating the peaks in the frequency domain.
Color spaces: The general fabric analysis algorithms are based on RGB color space, and according to the characteristics of different color space HSL [12, 13] and CIELab [6] are also studied for special applications. In many cases, special color space can easily segment fabric to blocks; in the blocks, aforementioned projection algorithm can be effectively implemented.
Clustering methods: In order to classify different blocks, k-means and fuzzy C-means algorithms are proposed [5, 6, 12, 14] . An unsupervised analysis method is developed using a fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering algorithm and a specific cluster-validity criterion (sc criterion) by which a good cluster numbers can be got [14] .
Rectification methods: In the ideal fabric images the warps are in a vertical direction while the wefts are in a horizontal direction. However, during the process of capturing a fabric image, the skew of the fabric cannot be completely avoided. Researchers proposed many methods to rectify the skew angle. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in [13] and Hough transform [15] [16] are useful for the problem. The skew angle of fabric also lead to the use of gray level co- occurrence matrix [5, 18] . But it only shows good results for the plain fabric.
Our method bases on some of the proposed methods and moves a little forward to achieve more precise segmentation result.
Overview of Proposed Method
The main steps of our algorithm are demonstrated in Figure1 . Because there are already several effective algorithms proposed for skew angle rectification. We adopt the Hough Transform methods in our algorithm [15, 16] . Projection based algorithm [5, 6 ] is adopted as our algorithm's initial rough segmentation. Note that our algorithm focus on the design of an active grid for precise segmentation and the initial rough segmentation (discussed in next section) comes from previous researchers'contribution.
Initial Segmentation
In the initial segmentation step, we aim at completing a rough grid (Figure 1 (7) ) and the grid derives from gradient projection. When computing the gradient, the most common method is to simply apply the 1-D centered, point discrete derivative mask in both of the horizontal and vertical directions. Specifically, this method requires filtering the data of the image with the following filter kernels:
T , the result images are shown in Figure 1 (3)(4). We project them to form two histograms and because the gradient between yarns'edge is large, the peaks of the histogram indicate a location to segment. With some threshold and yarn width constrain, horizontal segmentation lines and vertical segmentation lines are displayed in Figure 2 (left and middle). Concretely a rough grid is achieved (Figure 1(7) ).
Active Grid based on Variational Model

Problem Statement
Whole grid that contains M rows and N columns lattices, and the center of the i-th row and the j-th column lattice defined as: (Figure 2,Figure 3 ). With the locations of the center and left-top point pair a lattice can be uniquely determined and five key location points(center, left-top,left-bottom,right-top, right-bottom) can be calcu- The solution of our model is to obtain the displacement fields of all lattices so that all lattices move to its proper location.
Active Grid Algorithm
We use the five black dots to represent the five key points of a lattice ( Figure 4 ) and their location can be obtained by:
Then, we design two displacement fields u ij = u Figure 4 . Left: the five key points before active grid segmentation. Right: after the movement of our active grid.
Therefore all we need to do is to calculate u and v's value, and we use the mathematical variational model to embed above u and v in this model's penalty term and fidelity terms.
The fidelity terms: for the purpose of adjusting segmentation lines based on initial segmentation, each lattice should be restricted within certain range by the following smooth term:
Here, displacement fields'u and v are constrained by Euclidean norm. Only the displacement fields'constrain is not enough, we also need a restraint about lattices'area.
Where l x ,l y respectively represent the average height and width of each lattice in the initial grid. Above two terms are both to constrain the separate lattice. Moreover, for the whole grid the fidelity term introduced as follow
Where ∇ represents gradient operator, and this term is significant for preserving the structure of the grid in the next iteration solution (Table 1) . The penalty term: above three terms are all design for preserving the structure of initial segmentation although they focus on diffident views. As we all know, correct segmentation position should be located in the edges of yarns where its gradient is large. The advance of this algorithm is to divide the grid to many small lattices and each lattice can separately move to its edge. So this algorithm inevitably leads to more precise segmentation result than before and force each lattice move to yarns'edge.
Where G σ * I(p k ij ) means perform Gaussian filter operation to cause slight blur in order to reduce the interference from noise. And parameter β will be discussed in the next section.
Finally, with aforementioned terms, the total energy and our displacement fields u and v can be demonstrated in the following formulation:
(u, v) = arg min(E total = E edge + γE area + µE each smooth + λE whole smooth )
Where parameters γ, µ, λ will be discussed below, and this optimize functional minimization problem can be solved by means of Euler-Lagrange equations. The derivative of Eq(11) are as follow:
(17) The derivative of Eq (12):
The derivative of Eq (13) :
∂E whole smooth
Our goal is to get displacement fields u,v. So we only calculate derivation of u,v by above four equations. The EulerLagrange solution and the usage of the equations are stated in Table 1 .
Parameters Discussion
In this section, we based on theory and experimental study to choose appropriate parameters. Variational-based models usually have several parameters to achieve mutual constraints among terms. Consequently, parameters setting have dramatic affection on experimental results. If β in Eq(14) becomes larger E edge will become smaller, it means that the effectiveness of edges' gradient will become weaker. If γ in Eq (15) becomes larger E area should become smaller, it means the area of each lattice should be close to initial segmentation. λ and µ are two smooth parameters used for making each lattice and the whole grid change gradually. τ is the step length of each iteration. Through the analysis about many experiments, we empirically suggest the following set of parameters: β= 10, τ = 0.001, γ = 0.01, µ = 0.01, λ = 0.1. We emphasize here that different parameters setting may cause different appearance of result image. There are a lot of combinations among parameters, thus above suggestion is a mere reference.
Experimental Results and Analysis
We have fully implemented our algorithm and successfully tested it on many fabric images. Some experimental results are displayed in Figure 5 ,6. A comparison with Pan's algorithm [15] is shown in Figure7. All of these experiments are completed within 30 seconds by a computer with Intel Core i5 CPU, 2.30GHz, 6GB Memory. Because of the complexity of fabric texture and mathematical variational model, our algorithm is not work well on all images. But it indeed brings a new dynamic segmentation method to field of precise fabric segmentation. Along the idea of active grid a huge challenge is to design wide applicability and parameter-free algorithms. So it needs us more in-depth research in the future.
Algorithm Workflow
Lastly, we summarize the whole algorithm of the proposed model for precise segmentation. The details of the algorithm are shown in Table 1 . We resort to Section 5.3 to determine the parameters and any adjustment based on above setting is reasonable. Iteration process. iter number=1:max iteration num 1.According to Euler-Lagrange equations,calculate each lattice's smooth displacement fields each smooth deriv u, each smooth deriv v by Eq (11, (16) (17) . 2. Calculate the whole grid's smooth displacement fields whole smooth deriv u, whole smooth deriv v by Eq (13, 19, 20) . 3. Calculate each lattice's edge displacement fields edge deriv u, edge deriv v by Eq(14). 4. Calculate each lattice's area constrain displacement fields area deriv v by Eq(12,18). 5. Calculate the total displacement fields: ∆u = ∆u − τ * (µ * each smooth deriv u + λ * whole smooth deriv u + edge deriv u) ∆v = ∆v − τ * (µ * each smooth deriv v + λ * whole smooth deriv v + edge deriv v + γ * area deriv v) 6. Update u ij , v ij :
ij by Eq(6-10). 8. Update new energy new total energy by Eq(15). 9. If (new total energy > old total energy) Break; else old total energy=new total energy; end The output process.
After iteration, a new grid is formed by plus the final displacement fields u,v. Figure 5 . The top part is the straight segmentation lines method used as our algorithm's initial segmentation and the bottom part comes from our precise segmentation method. Figure 6 . The top one is the initial segmentation result with straight segmentation lines and the bottom one is our algorithm's output.Because of the movement of separate lattice unit, the whole grid precise segment the fabric. Green rectangle demonstrate a comparison between the initial segmentation and final segmentation with active grid. We can easily draw a conclusion that our algorithm's segmentation lines are more close to the edge of yarns. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a variational-based active grid segmentation algorithm and confirmed its effectiveness via experiments. Comparing with other yarns segmentation algorithms, ours has more precise output due to the nonstraight segmentation lines. Practically, previous study can be used as our algorithm's initial segmentation. However there are still some limitations for our method; the first one is too many parameters which is basically the common drawback about variational-based model; the second one is the final result depends largely on the initial segmentation.
In the future, we can transplant the idea of dynamically adjust segmentation lines to some classical Graph-cuts, k-means based segmentation methods for the purpose of more precise segmentation result.
